Two Leaden Seal Fragments From the Old
Vicarage, Reigate

The two seal fragments discussed here were found during excavations on the site of the Old
Vicarage, Reigate, directed by David Williams. (Williams, 1980, l98l) In view of the current
interest surrounding these hitherto little-studied obiects it has been decided to present the
repoft on them in advance of the main excavation report.
The seals were submitted to Geoff Egan for study. The comments on the textiles are by

Frances Pritchard.
One lobe survives from each of two twoJobed seals of the type fixed to cloths from at least
the late l5th to the earlv l8th centurv.

l. (fig lA)

This seal was found outside the front, north, of the Vicarage in a layer of garden soil
containing lTth and l8th century material. The complete lobe has not been stamped, but the
closing rivetr on its other side bears most of the mark of a professional man ("merchant's
mark")z, with the initials IT. The device like a figure four beween these letters is a
conventional element in many professional marks, and has no particular significance. Only part
of the looped lower terminal of the mark has registered because the striking was weak.
The area around the rivet on the back of the lobe bears an impression slightly distorted at the
upper right of the cloth to which the seal was aftached. Such imprints are the frequent
incidental result of the pressure applied in closing and stamping seals of this type.
The additional imprints, which seem to be from the same textile, both on the unstamped side
of the lobe and superimposed on top of the professional mark are an unusual occurrence, which
has been noted on very few other seals. The only one of these which is anributable was found
in Baldock, Herts. (Letchworth Museum no 382.80), and is from a lTth century Norwich
cloth. Norwich specialised in weaving worsteds - cloths made with long staple wool - which
were calendered to give a glossy surface as a finishing process, (cf the worsted weft mentioned
below). It is possible that some textile imprints on the external sides of seals, including those on
the present example, were caused by calendering cloth folded around the part where the seal
was attached.
The impressions indicate the cloth was a fine plain-woven fabric, having the warp and weft
evenly tensioned. The thread count is:- system l, 14-15 per cm : system 2, 14 per cm'
2 (fig tB)
This seal was found on the edge of a pit to the rear of the Vicarage. Pottery and glass in the
pit suggested a date for the seal of around 1600. The lobe with the hole for the rivet (corresponding with the missing part of the first example), has the partial impression of a beast,
probably a griffin, rampant towards the left over a ground, all within a dotted border. This too
is likely to be a personal professional mark or badge.
The impression from the cloth on the inside of the lobe indicates a plain-woven fabric, of a
slightly different type from that of the first seal. The thread count is:- system l, l0 per cm;
system 2, 13 per cm (from six counted).
As seems to be usual with professional marks on cloth seals, no parallels and no identification
of the individuals has come to light, so the provenance of the cloths remains unknown. Marks
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A and B, Leaden cloth seals from the Old Vicarage,
B, length l6mm.

Reigate, showing impressions of cloth.

A, length

27mm;

in the same style were in widespread use, especially in the 17th century. Those on cloth seals
indicate who was responsible for weaving, finishing or dyeing the particular piece, or the
identity of the searcher who examined the workmanship of these processes and the quality of
the materials used. (Compare the modern use of hall-marks on objects of precious metals).
An account of the Surrey textile industries in the VCH indicateso that the main types of
cloth u'oven in the county were kersies and fustians, both of which are fine textiles, the fbrmer
being a woollen and the latter a mixed fabric usually having a linen warp and a long staple wool

(ie worsted) weft. These cloths were sealed by the ulnager for Surrey and Sussexs, an ulnager
being an officer responsible to the Crown for collecting a subsidy of a few pence on each cloth
before it could be sold at a market. The Old Vicarage seals are almost certainly not ulnagers'
ones, since there are no royal devices on the stamps. The cloths to which they were fixed may
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- the imprints seem to be consistent with either of the main
though they may well have been imported pieces.

have been woven on Surrey looms

Surrey products

-
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